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ABSTRACT

Objective

Although the Schizophrenia Quality of Life Scale Revision 4 (SQLS-R4) is a feasible quality of life (QoL) instrument for people with schizophrenia, the reproducibility and stationarity of SQLS-R4 are underdeveloped. The purposes of this study were (1) to examine the reproducibility, including the relative and the absolute reliabilities of the SQLS-R4; (2) to establish the stationarity of the SQLS-R4 through measurement invariance.

Methods

One hundred people with schizophrenia filled out the SQLS-R4 twice with an interval of 2 weeks. The relative and absolute reliabilities were examined using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC), the percentages of standard error of measurement (SEM%), and the smallest real difference (SRD%). The measurement invariance was done through nested models of confirmatory factor analyses.

Results

Both the relative (ICC=0.728 to 0.886) and absolute reliabilities (SEM%=3.13% to 8.47%; SRD%=8.64% to 16.58%) were satisfactory for SQLS-R4, which suggested its adequate stability. The measurement invariance of the three-factor construct of SQLS-R4 remained the same across time for people with schizophrenia. Also, factor loadings ($P$ of $\Delta \chi^2=0.122$), item intercepts ($P$ of $\Delta \chi^2=0.516$), and residual variances of measured items ($P$ of $\Delta \chi^2=0.370$) of SQLS-R4 were partial invariance.

Conclusion

The reproducibility and stationarity were established for SQLS-R4, and the results suggested that the SQLS-R4 is reliable and valid across time. Healthcare professionals can use the SQLS-R4 to longitudinally monitor the QoL of people with schizophrenia. In addition, the SQLS-R4 may be used to measure intervention effects on people with schizophrenia.
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Introduction
People with schizophrenia confront their difficulties of delusions, hallucinations, and disorganized thinking and speech [1], and are found to have worse quality of life (QoL) than healthy individuals do [2]. Although the QoL is useful for healthcare professionals understanding the overall health status [3] and assessing effects of medical interventions [4], the QoL measures specifically designed for people with schizophrenia are still under development. Only the Quality of Life Index for Mental Health, Schizophrenia Quality of Life Scale (SQLS), and S-QoL were specifically developed for schizophrenia [5]. Among these three, the SQLS has been revised several times to the fourth revised version (viz., SQLS-R4) [6], and has acceptable psychometric properties in the UK [7,8], Singapore [9], Malaysia [10], Korean [11], and Taiwan versions [12-14]. Therefore, the SQLS has been widely used for healthcare professionals to assess the QoL of people with schizophrenia cross culturally.

Although the SQLS-R4 is evidenced to have acceptable psychometric properties, the information of its reproducibility and stationarity remains unclear. The people with schizophrenia have cognitive difficulties [15], and may not have sufficient cognition to answer some difficult items [16]. Therefore, adequate reproducibility and stationarity of the SQLS-R4 are important for healthcare professionals to rigorously measure the QoL of people with schizophrenia. As for an instrument used in clinic, reproducibility can be defined as the ability to measure attributes in a consistent manner when administered on several occasions to the target population [17], and is often examined using test-retest reliability. Better reproducibility of the instrument suggests more precise measurement and better ability of detecting changes in research or clinical practice [17,18]. To the best of our knowledge, only two articles reported the test-retest reliability for SQLS/SQLS-R4 [9,12]. Moreover, its absolute reliability has not been examined. The absolute reliability indices, e.g., the standard error of measurement (SEM) and the smallest real difference (SRD), can provide us with the information to compensate the limitations that relative reliability faces, such as limited information about agreement between repeated measures [19].

Stationarity of an instrument demonstrates that the factor structure is being measured as the same across time [20], and an acceptable stationarity indicates that the target population will not differently interpret the instrument across time. To the best of our knowledge, however, the stationarity of any QoL measure for people with schizophrenia, including SQLS/SQLS-R4, has never been examined. Therefore, we do not know whether the people with schizophrenia interpret the construct of SQLS-R4 the same across time. An advanced statistical method of using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to test the measurement invariance can help us understand the stationarity of SQLS-R4. Measurement invariance across time directly assesses the equivalence of factor structure, factor loadings, item intercepts, construct intercepts, and residual variances across time [20], and indicates whether the construct remains the same across time.

The study had two aims: (1) to evaluate the reproducibility, including relative and absolute reliabilities, and (2) to examine the stationarity of the SQLS-R4 for people with schizophrenia.

Methods
Participants and instrument
This was a prospective study with a convenience sample recruited in a psychiatric institution in southern Taiwan. The participants, aged > 18 years, were diagnosed with schizophrenia for more than 2 years according to DSM-5 [21]. All of them remained a stable mental and psychiatric function, i.e. no medication adjustment within two months and a score ≤ 48 on the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS). Also, they had to meet the basic criteria for cognitive ability of scoring ≥ 24 on the Mini Mental Status Examination (MMSE). A total of 100 participants were included in this study. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of National Cheng Kung University Hospital approved this study.

The Schizophrenia Quality of Life Scale Revision 4 (SQLS-R4) is a self-reported 33-item questionnaire with each item coded from 0 (=never) to 4 (=always), except for 4 items coded from 0 (=always) to 4 (=never). The 4 oppositional coded items are scored reversely to have the same tendency as the other items, and make the higher SQLS-R4 score represents a worse QoL. Several published articles [8,10,12-14] have shown the satisfactory psychometric properties of the SQLS-R4, including the
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Taiwan version [12-14]. The former SQLS-R4 (i.e., SQLS) was firstly developed with three factors of psychosocial, motivation and vitality, and symptoms and side-effects [7], and was revised to two factors of psychosocial and vitality afterward [6]. However, the item numbers and the factor structure have been respectively suggested as 29 and 3 (psychosocial, physical, and vitality) recently, especially for the East population [13,14]. Thus, we analyzed our data based on the 3-correlated-factor model with 29 items.

- Procedure and data analysis

All the participants firstly signed the informed consents, and then they filled out a background information sheet and the SQLS-R4 under the supervision of one experienced occupational therapist. After two weeks, the participants completed the SQLS-R4 under the supervision of the same occupational therapist again.

Reproducibility was examined using both absolute and relative reliabilities. Absolute reliability was indicated by the SEM/SRD and the percentage of SEM/SRD (SEM%/SRD%) with a SEM%/SRD%<10%/30% indicating acceptable [22]. In addition, the Bland-Altman figures were used to visualize the absolute reliability [23]. Relative reliability was assessed by using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) with ICC value >0.4 indicating fair to excellent [24]. Also, a paired-t test was used to determine whether the difference was significant between the first- and the second-time measures of SQLS-R4.

Measurement invariance across time was evaluated using five nested CFA models. The measurement invariance was assessed in a repeated-measures design based on the suggestion of one review article [25]. Because the sample size was not large enough to examine all items of the SQLS-R4 in a CFA model, we used the factor scores (viz., the scores of psychosocial, physical, and vitality) to represent the items instead. Therefore, as (Figure 1) presents, our proposed models contained two correlated latent constructs (first- and second-time SQLS-R4) and six item scores with first-time factors correlated to second-time factors (i.e., correlated first- and second-time psychosocial; correlated first- and second-time physical; correlated first- and second-time vitality).

The nested models were configural model (Model 1), model with factor loadings constrained

![Figure 1: Structural model for measurement invariance of SQLS-R4 across time SQLS-R4 Psychosocial = psychosocial score; Physical = physical score; Vitality = vitality score. First = First-time measured score; Second = Second-time measured score SQLS-R4 = Schizophrenia Quality of Life Scale Revision 4.](image-url)
(Model 2), model with factor loadings and item intercepts constrained (Model 3), model with factor loadings, item intercepts, and construct intercepts constrained (Model 4), and model with factor loadings, item intercepts, construct intercepts, and residual variances of measured items constrained (Model 5). The five models were determined as acceptable based on $P$-value of $\chi^2>0.05$ [26]. In addition, the data-model fit indices of comparative fit index (CFI) >0.9, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) <0.08, and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) <0.08 also indicate a satisfactory model [26].

The model comparisons were examined using $P$-value of $\Delta\chi^2$, $\Delta$CFI, $\Delta$RMSEA, and $\Delta$SRMR. The measurement invariance was supported for both invariant loadings and intercepts if $P$-value of $\Delta\chi^2>0.05$ and $\Delta$CFI>−0.01 with $\Delta$RMSEA<0.015; for invariant loadings if $\Delta$SRMR < 0.03; for invariant intercepts if $\Delta$SRMR<0.01. When the criteria of invariance were not fulfilled, a partial invariance with some constraints being relaxed was then examined for each model [27,28]. Finally, the study used the maximum likelihood estimation for all CFAs.

The paired-t test and ICC were tested using SPSS 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), the SEM/SRD and SEM%/SRD% were calculated using Microsoft Excel, and the CFAs were conducted using Lisrel 8.8 (Scientific Software International, Lincolnwood, IL, USA).

### Results

Sixty-six of the 100 participants were male, and 34 were female. About half participants had an educational level of above senior high (n=56), and most were single (n=76) and had no employed experience (n=61). Mean ± SD age, onset age, duration of diseases, and duration in institution of the participants were 49.16 ± 7.85, 22.57 ± 5.79, 26.59 ± 8.08, and 17.40 ± 8.70, respectively.

Table 1 reported the first- and second-time observed SQLS-R4 scores, and no significant differences were found in all three constructs and the total score ($P = 0.29$ to 0.87). In addition, all ICC values were >0.4 (range: 0.728 to 0.886), all SEM% values were <10% (range: 3.13% to 8.47%), and all SRD% values were <30% (range: 8.64% to 16.58%). Moreover, the satisfactory absolute reliability can be seen on Figure 2.

Five nested models were conducted, and 3 of them (viz., Models 2, 3, and 5) had some constraints been relaxed. Before the constraints were relaxed, the fit indices of Models 1, 4 were all satisfactory, while some fit indices of Models 2, 3, and 5 were unsatisfactory (Table 2). However, all fit indices were acceptable after the factor loading of psychosocial, item intercept of physical, and variance residual of psychosocial were relaxed for Models 2, 3, and 5, respectively, as seen on Table 2.

### Discussion

This study appears to be the first one to thoroughly examine the reproducibility (e.g., absolute reliability) and stationarity (e.g., measurement invariance across time) for SQLS-R4. We found that the SQLS-R4, a newly developed schizophrenia-specific self-report QoL measure, has satisfactory reproducibility for measuring people with schizophrenia. In addition, the measurement invariance suggests that the three-factor construct of SQLS-R4 remains the same across time for people with schizophrenia.

Although the previous studies on SQLS/SQLS-R4 [9,12] do not use the same constructs and items as our study, the test-retest reliability of ICC in our study (ICC values = 0.728-0.886) supported the good reproducibility of our suggested constructs as well as the total score of SQLS-R4. In addition, we extended the information of test-retest reliability of SQLS-R4 to the absolute reliability, and found that each construct as well as the total score of SQLS-R4 was acceptable (all SEM%<10% and all SRD%<30%). Moreover,

| Table 1: Observed first- and second-time SQLS-R4 scores (N = 100). |
|-------------|-----------|------|-------------|------|-------------|------|-------------|------|
|             | First-time |       | Second-time |       | $P$-value | ICC  | SEM | SEM% | SRD | SRD% |
|             | Mean       | SD    | Mean        | SD    |           |      |     |      |     |      |
| Psychosocial| 1.15       | 0.69  | 1.19        | 0.75  | 0.39       | 0.886| 0.156| 3.13%| 0.432| 8.64%|
| Physical   | 1.26       | 0.70  | 1.27        | 0.72  | 0.87       | 0.844| 0.206| 4.12%| 0.571| 11.42%|
| Vitality   | 1.23       | 0.89  | 1.33        | 0.81  | 0.25       | 0.728| 0.423| 8.47%| 0.829| 16.58%|
| Total score| 1.21       | 0.66  | 1.26        | 0.68  | 0.29       | 0.874| 0.159| 3.18%| 0.441| 8.82%|

SQLS-R4: Schizophrenia Quality of Life Scale Revision 4; ICC: Intraclass Correlation Coefficient; SEM: Standard error of Measurement; SEM%: Percentage of SEM; SRD: Smallest Real Difference; SRD%: Percentage of SRD.
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Figure 2: The Bland-Altman figures for visualizing the absolute reliability of Schizophrenia Quality of Life Scale Revision 4 (SQLS-R4) Psychosocial = psychosocial score; Physical = physical score; Vitality = vitality score; Total = SQLS-R4 total score. M = Mean score of the first- and the second-time measured scores: (First-time measured score + Second-time measured score)/2. D = Difference of the first- and the second-time measured scores: Second-time measured score – First-time measured score.

Table 2: Data-model fit indices and model comparisons (N = 100)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
<th>Model comparison</th>
<th>$\Delta\chi^2$</th>
<th>$\Delta$df</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>$\Delta$CFI</th>
<th>$\Delta$RMSEA</th>
<th>$\Delta$SRMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>M2–M1</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2R</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>M2R–M1</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>16.71</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>M3–M2R</td>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3R</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>M3R–M2R</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>M4–M3R</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>22.60</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>M5–M4</td>
<td>14.98</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5R</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>M5R–M4</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M1: Configural model
M2: All factor loadings were invariant across time
M2R: All factor loadings except one (Psychosocial) were invariant across time
M3: All factor loadings except one (Psychosocial), all item intercepts were invariant across time
M3R: All factor loadings except one (Psychosocial), all item intercepts except one (Physical) were invariant across time
M4: All factor loadings except one (Psychosocial), all item intercepts except one (Physical), all construct intercepts were invariant across time
M5: All factor loadings except one (Psychosocial), all item intercepts except one (Physical), all construct intercepts, all residual variances of measured items were invariant across time
M5R: All factor loadings except one (Psychosocial), all item intercepts except one (Physical), all construct intercepts, all residual variances of measured items except one (Psychosocial) were invariant across time

$df$ = degree of freedom; CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; SRMR = standardized root mean square residual

Unsatisfactory fit indices are underlined.
the SEM values in this study help healthcare professionals understand whether the change of score is beyond measurement errors in our schizophrenia population [29]. Based on our results of the SEM values, psychosocial, physical, vitality, and the total score of SQLS-R4 need to be changed beyond 0.156, 0.206, 0.423, and 0.159, respectively, over time to represent a real change rather than chance variation or measurement error in a schizophrenia population. The SRD values suggest the real change at the 95% confidence interval for an individual [30], and our results demonstrated that real changes of psychosocial, physical, vitality, and total score of SQLS-R4 need to be changed beyond 0.156, 0.206, 0.423, and 0.159, respectively, over time to represent a real change rather than chance variation or measurement error in a schizophrenia population. The SRD values suggest the real change at the 95% confidence interval for an individual [30], and our results demonstrated that real changes of psychosocial, physical, vitality, and total score of SQLS-R4 for a person with schizophrenia are 0.432, 0.571, 0.829, and 0.441, respectively. Moreover, our Bland-Altman figures showed that most participants had their difference of SQLS-R4 scores between first- and second-time fell in 95% confidence interval. Due to the satisfactory ICC, SEM%, and SRD% values, the reproducibility of the three constructs and the total score of SQLS-R4 were established.

The measurement invariance results provided the evidence that the three-correlated-factor structure of the SQLS-R4 with 29 items was the same across time. Factor loading invariance suggested that the unit of the scale was the same across time [31]. Therefore, one point of either physical or vitality SQLS-R4 score reported by people with schizophrenia had the same weight as one point reported two weeks later. However, our results showed that the score of psychosocial did not have the same weight across time. One reason may be that the emotional problems of people with schizophrenia [1,32] made them more difficult to perceive some abstract psychological feelings (e.g., lonely, hopeless) the same across time. Another reason may be due to their negative symptoms, such as social interaction avoiding [1], which influenced their ratings for social items (e.g., difficult to mix with people). The invariance of item intercepts indicated that people with schizophrenia rated their QoL score at the same origins across time in psychosocial and vitality but not in physical domain. The result may be contributed by the gradually decreased physical functioning of people with schizophrenia [33], which may decrease the origin of their physical conditions.

We acknowledged several limitations in this study. First, the sample in this study was from one institution only, and may have limited generalizability toward other schizophrenia population (e.g., the population in communities). Second, the interval between test and retest is two weeks, and may not be long enough for testing the stationarity of SQLS-R4. Although we considered the interval appropriate for examining reproducibility, a longer period to test the stationarity is suggested for future studies. Specifically, a recent review found that the test-retest intervals for patient-reported outcome measures such as SQLS-R4 varied among studies: 18% had an interval between 1 day to 1 week; 25% between 1 and 2 weeks; 21% between 2 and 4 weeks; 9% between 1 and 2 months; 13% more than 2 months [34]. Given that more than 40% of the reviewed literature using an interval more than 2 weeks [34], it would be better if future studies can use an interval longer than 2 weeks to corroborate our findings in the stationarity. Third, the sample size in this study was not large enough for us to analyze every item on SQLS-R4, and we only can analyze the stationarity for the domain scores only. The rule of thumb for calculating sample size in a factor analysis is 5 to 10 respondents per item [35]. Therefore, the sample size will be between 290 (5 respondents x 29 items x 2 time points) and 580 (10 respondents x 29 items x 2 time points) if we want to analyze the stationarity for the item scores using the CFA. We thus suggest recruitment of a larger sample size in the further studies to analyze the stationarity of each item on SQLS-R4.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, we demonstrated that the SQLS-R4 had the three-factor construct as suggested recently [13,14], and the construct was the same across time. In addition, we confirmed that the SQLS-R4 had good reproducibility and stationarity, and was useful for healthcare professionals assessing the QoL of people with schizophrenia.
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